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Curriculum Overview - Geography

Revision and 
Exams

The Geography department aims to develop pupils’ sense of awe, appreciation and understanding of the world in which they live and how it is changing. We
aim to give them a sense of place and an awareness of our collective responsibility for the stewardship of Earth’s human and physical landscapes. We promote
inquisitive, independent and resilient pupils who appreciate and understand the world around them, and recognise the opportunities it provides and the
challenges it is facing. We develop their cartographical and mathematical skills. Having studied Geography at key stage 3, pupils will have a wide appreciation
of the spatial patterns and scale of major social, economic and environmental issues, as well as human and physical processes and landscapes. Our geography
curriculum also enables pupils to develop their enquiry and fieldwork skills to prepare them for being able to reach reasoned conclusions and equips them to
voice and justify their opinions.
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*Year 11 cohort following legacy curriculum (2021-23)


